Prototyping AR EduGame for children: learning Indonesian culture
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Abstract. Learning Indonesian culture is a part of the curriculum for elementary school students. However, it faces a challenge of the decreased interest of reading textbooks. It can be solved by using a 3D animation that is loved by the children. Therefore, this study aimed to design a prototype of augmented reality (AR) EduGame (Educational Game) as a learning media of Indonesian culture for the children. This study used research and development method for an AR application, and then its system was tested on black box testing. The AR EduGame prototype and its testing results are run appropriately, system testing show that every button and transition for both AR EduGame applications, traditional dance and gamelan. Moreover, it can be implemented by elementary school children.

1 Introduction

Digital game is used not only for entertainment nowadays. In recent years, serious games are growing rapidly [1], particularly for education, simulation, medical research, and therapy [2].

Recent game application frequently used augmented reality (AR) technology [3]. The AR system can be defined as an application that augments real and virtual objects in the same space, which will interact in real-time [4]. The process of augmenting virtual and real-world data can give the user access to multimedia contents [5].

In education, the decreased interest of reading textbooks in elementary school students is one of the challenges nowadays. The use of two-dimension (2D) images in the book to make it interesting for the students is not an optimal solution. The static images in the book tend to make students passive and having less interaction during learning because the images do not provide feedback response, seem unreal, and they are less attractive for the students.

Meanwhile, entertainment technology continues to present more interesting and interactive contents such as in 3D-animation or movies. Augmented reality has a potential to replace the internet in terms of size and application. The implementation of this technology in education domain does not necessarily guarantee success. However, the lack of new technology implementation relates to the low learning achievement [5].

Students tend to learn art and culture seriously only before the exam. Improving student interest in learning requires a more entertaining learning media [6]. The AR technology can be used to introduce arts and culture interactively and in a more interesting way. Therefore, the implementation of AR technology could become an effective solution for teaching Indonesian culture for the students. Using AR technology to improve student critical thinking is one challenge faced by the teachers. Therefore, this study aimed to develop AR technology named EduGame as a learning media of Indonesian culture for elementary school students.

One study concerning computer games is conducted by [7], where they observe the users interact with the visual display using various input devices, such as a joystick, gamepad, steering wheel, or game console. Computer games originally made for fun and entertainment. However, they are developed into providing more beneficial aspects for the users, which are called serious games.

Serious games not only focus on entertainment but also learning to embed knowledge into the gaming experience. One study regarding serious game for application in company training, education, health, public policy, and other strategic objectives is conducted by [8]. In other studies, the serious game also implemented in health [9], health information [10], and education [11].

Education game studied by Ronimus focus more on children [12]. It is an online game named GraphoGame. A design is used to assess the effect of challenge level and reward system. Children involvement is assessed by session frequency and duration. Meanwhile, Hou and Li evaluate several aspects of an adventure game titled Boom Room [13], such as learning effectiveness, game acceptance, and game flow experience. This game is designed and developed to teach the knowledge of
computer assembly. Samples are asked to finish pre-test and post-test. The students not only evaluate benefit, ease of use, and design element of the game, they also assess their experience in various game flow dimension. Moreover, games can also be conducted to stimulate the intelligence of children [14,15] which in design using anthropomorphic character that is believed to be suitable for child development [16].

Augmented reality (AR) technology is defined as a device situated in 'Reality-Virtuality Continuum' between real and virtual worlds [3]. AR is an implementation of digital content in the real world, while on the contrary, augmented virtuality is a concept of transplanting real-world content to the virtual world, as illustrated in Figure 1. Hence, augmented reality can be used as a channel to integrate learning in both virtual and real worlds [5].
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2 Method

This study aimed to design augmented reality application, EduGame, as a learning media for elementary school students. This was a research and development study based on software development process using SDLC (software development life cycle) method with modified Waterfall model [17,18]. The method is displayed in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Research Method.](image)

As can be seen in Figure 2, research steps for each year are explained in detail in the following subsection.

2.1 Requirement analysis

In this step, we analyzed required information for augmented reality game contents based on 2013 Indonesian elementary school curriculum, appropriate reference textbooks, and suitable game development technology for the application.

2.2 Design of the AR EduGame

In this step, we generated data flow and storyboard of the game.

2.3 Prototyping and coding

In this step, the application prototype was built using augmented reality game programming based on requirement analysis and generated storyboard adjusted with elementary school learning system. For example, as stated by Vygotsky, the increased number of stimulus will encourage the intensity of thinking; thus, a person will be able to do something according to his capacity (scaffolding). This was accommodated when designing difficulty levels of the game [19]. The process of prototyping the software was conducted in the laboratory using the appropriate instruments.

2.4 Testing of AR EduGame

After the prototyping step, the application was validated using system testing in the laboratory (black box testing) with varied system conditions to assess the feasibility of the system.

2.5 Improvement

Based on feedback in the form of expert judgment from elementary school teachers, we improved the prototype of the game.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 AR EduGame for Indonesian culture learning

The results of AR EduGame was started from application design using UML (unified modelling language) modelling, which is a standardized programming language for designing and documenting software, particularly the one with Use Case model [20].

The use case is a coherent functionality unit expressed as transactions between actors and the system. The use case of the proposed application is shown in Figure 3, while the description is presented in Table 1.

![Fig. 3. Use Case Description.](image)

Based on the design of AR EduGame application, we conducted storyboarding to generate two AR EduGame applications [21] for traditional dance and gamelan learning, which are indigenous to Indonesia. The screenshot of AR EduGame user interface is shown in Figure 4.
3.2 Testing AR EduGame

Before it was presented to the children, the AR EduGame application was tested using black box testing. The test aimed to assess whether the game runs appropriately, including each interface and button works according to the design and whether the improvements satisfied the teachers. The black box testing [14] [18] was conducted for both AR EduGame applications, traditional dance and gamelan. The results show that every button and transition of the system in each page run appropriately. The results of black box testing of both applications are presented in detail in Table 2.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

The results show that AR EduGame prototype could be used as a learning media for elementary school students in learning Indonesian culture. The results of system testing show that every button and transition of the system for both AR EduGame applications, traditional dance and gamelan, run appropriately. These applications will be implemented by elementary school children as future works.
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